EVOLUTION COMES
TO THE CASTLE

I. A (Sometimes) Fraught Question: Evolution & the Smithsonian
II. Is there any thing new to say? Papers of Joseph Henry – 12
vols.
III. Sites for the Debate: Washington,DC & Cambridge, MA
IV. Main Characters: Joseph Henry, Louis Agassiz, and Asa Gray
(and why Spencer Baird isn’t in this primary group)
V. Timetables for the Debate & for the US Civil War
Scientifically: Henry’s Turning Point: 1862 note on “Creation”
Politically: The Emancipation Question in 1862
VI. A Memorial Service for Darwin at the National Museum in
1882
VII. Concluding Thoughts

Two Critical Sites
Cambridge, Massachusetts

City of Washington

Harvard University’s Museum of
Comparative Zoology (1859)

Smithsonian Castle (1855)
The city where the National
Academy of Sciences was
organized in 1863.

Home of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.

Spencer Baird (1823-1887)
• “A Dedication to the
Demonstrable”
• His biographers Rivinus &
Youssef found only two direct
references to Darwin or
Darwinism in his writings
• Supportive yet reticent

Joseph Henry (1797-1878)
A Life Divided Neatly into Two
Parts:
(1) 1797-1846 Schooling, the
Albany Institute, at the College of
New Jersey in Princeton
(2) 1846-1878 First Secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution

Henry’s Career in Albany, NY
“Telegraph” Teaching Demonstration

Geological Section Drawing

Henry at the College of New Jersey, Princeton
1832-1846
Relevance to later sponsorship of natural history:
- Lecturing on geology at the request of undergraduates

- 1837 tour of Europe (meeting Michael Faraday & J.S. Henslow)
- Reading of Vestiges of Creation (1844) & discussing it with a student

Joseph Henry’s Vision of the Smithsonian
Institution, 1846 - 1878
“Increase and diffusion of knowledge”
Virtually all subject matter: humanities & social sciences as well as natural
sciences
With limited funds: encouraging publication
Complicated relationship to the U.S. government
His own continuing pursuit of knowledge: meetings of the “club” & in
personal contact with his American scientific peers
His Calvinist orientation towards a religious life
His fearlessness in intellectual discourse, e.g. with the elder Henry James, Sr.
His political views
His racial attitudes

Louis Agassiz (1807-1873):
Another life in two parts. First, the Swiss
glaciologist & expert on fossil fish

Agassiz in the United States
1846-1873
1847
1848
1854
1860
1863
1864
1865

Appointed professor at Harvard University
Lake Superior expedition; book on expedition published 1850
Writes appendix to Nott and Gliddon’s Types of Mankind
Opposes Asa Gray’s defense of Darwin’s Origin
Appointed to Smithsonian Institution’s Board of Regents
Helps organize National Academy of Sciences
Meets with Abraham Lincoln at White House

Agassiz, the Engaging Lecturer

Asa Gray, Botanist and Bridge Builder
1810-1888

Gray’s Career
• Flora of North America goal, but lacking the signal contribution comparable to
Henry in electromagnetism and Agassiz in glaciology
• First trip to England in 1838; connecting with Hooker family, and then eventually
with Charles Darwin
• Appointed to the Harvard faculty in 1842
• Became a key correspondent of Charles Darwin on botanical matters
• In 1857 Darwin described new theory in detail to Gray
• In late 1850’s Gray an intimate of Henry’s – both Presbyterians, both desirous of
advancing American science; politically a strong advocate of preserving the
Union, and, eventually, of abolishing slavery
• Gray also like Agassiz (but unlike Henry) in supporting a key role for the
Smithsonian in establishing a natural history museum
• Clashed with Agassiz over Baird’s election to the National Academy of Sciences

The Crisis over Slavery
• 1847-1849 Lincoln in Congres; supported abolition in Washington, DC
• 1850 – Compromise: Slave Trade but not Slavery Eliminated in Washington
• 1858 Lincoln – Douglas Debates (Douglas a member of S.I.’s Board of
Regents)
• 1858 July. S.I.’s Solomon G. Brown’s free status confirmed in court
• October 16, 1859 John Brown’s Raid – Harper’s Ferry
• November 24, 1859 Origin of Species published
• November 6, 1860 Lincoln elected
• March 4, 1861 Beginning of Civil War
• 1861-1862 Debate over emancipation as a war goal

Solomon G. Brown
Smithsonian Institution Employee 1852-1906

Joseph Henry’s Critical Years 1861-1862
First challenge: Reforming the Board of Regents decimated by
the succession of Southern states
Second challenge: Coping with the December 1861- April 1862
abolitionist lecture series at the Castle sponsored by the Washington
Lecture Association. (22 lectures in all; 20 on abolition)
Third challenge: Finding his way on the subject of evolution

Henry’s response to his challenges
1. Rebuilds Board of Regents (e.g. Agassiz appointed 1863)
2. Tolerates (but unhappily) abolitionist lectures at SI. Reiterates that
the lectures are at the Smithsonian but not sponsored by it. Refuses to
allow Frederick Douglass to lecture.
political results: April 16, 1862 emancipation day in the District of
Columbia
3. Addresses the evolution crisis on his own terms: as a physical
scientist in a private journal

March 16, 1862: Henry’s
entry in his “Locked Book”
“If we adopt the theory that the earth and all the planets of our system
are doomed to perpetual change, then the sun himself shall fade, then
we must conclude that a perfect harmonious adaptation will never take
place.”

Notable features of Henry’s text
• Neither Darwin nor the Origin mention directly
• Henry’s Calvinist theological views in evidence: “God’s ways are not man’s
ways”
• Geological images abound: the earth a “theater of upheavals and
subsidences”
• Abandonment of perfect adaptation of beings to their surroundings: “so
long as the earth on which we dwell is undergoing changes, continued
perfect adjustment can never exist”
• Deferential towards time: “adaption is only temporary – that there was a
time when it did not exist, and that there will be a time when it will cease
to exist”
• Deduction: “creation is, as it were, still going on”

The War Comes to an End
• Darwin & Gray letters
• Henry loans out S.I. copies of Origin
• Henry & Baird attend Lincoln’s funeral in April 1865
• During Reconstruction Solomon G. Brown serves in Territorial
Government for the District of Columbia, as well as serving on the
committee for the Emancipation statue that stands in Lincoln Park
• Smithsonian staff, as Theodore Gill begin to make more overt
statements in favor of evolution

Emancipation (1876)

A Memorial Meeting for Darwin May 12, 1882 at
the Smithsonian’s New National Museum Building

Images of Darwin by Washington Artists
Oil painting of Charles Darwin by Henry Ulke and bust of Charles
Darwin by Mrs. Mica Heideman that were displayed at the Darwin
Memorial Meeting in 1882
Oil painting of Charles Darwin by E.F. Andrews that was presented to
the U.S. National Museum in 1883 (Andrews painting from 1862)

Concluding Thoughts
(1) Henry’s deft handling of both the evolution debate (organizing ancillary societies) and of the
S.I.’s position in the war (no American flag hung until April 1865). But…deftness came with
costs.
(2) The language of the political and scientific debates had at least one positive overlap in
vocabulary: the “ultimate extinction” of slavery as an institution and the “extinction” of
species.
(3) Another, but negative, borrowing of vocabulary: the term “creationist” to mean a believer in
the fixity of species – encouraged an antagonism between science and religion, which was not
true for Henry or Baird.
(4) On the issue of race, Henry’s religious views favored the traditional view of the unity of the
human race. This proved to be a sympathetic view for Darwinian notions of evolution.
(5) At the practical level, Henry’s views of race were more problematic. He was, as he said of
himself, prejudiced on the issue. Note Solomon Brown’s poetic expressions of frustration. Yet,
in the end the two men shared the same culture – Presbyterian and affirming the
advancement of technology.

